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Installation and maintenance instructions 
Switch controller TST280X 

 
Operating principles 
 
Switch Controller TST28XX enables a simple arrangement where the centrally supplied 
emergency luminaires can be used for general lighting in normal mode. An ordinary light 
switch or a timer controls the luminaires. TST28XX is compatible with all Teknoware central 
battery systems with 230V output, and it can be used together with the Local Controller as 
well. 
 
In normal mode the luminaires take their supply from the light switch in TST2800/1 models. In 
TST2802/3 models supply to the luminaires is taken from central battery unit output circuits.  
When the central battery unit turns to emergency mode, the emergency luminaires are 
automatically switched over to emergency supply, regardless of the position if the light switch. 
The same applies also when the Local Controller sends and information of a local supply 
failure. 
 
Switch Controller also has a dimming control output, which can be used to dim the light during 
emergency mode. The control output is compatible with electronic ballasts having a 1-10V 
dimming control input according to IEC 60929.  
 
Installation 
 
TST2801/3 includes a box enclosure for independent installation. TST2800/2 should be 
installed inside some suitable device such as a distribution board.  
 
TST2801/3 
 
Bring the cables inside the casing and connect the cables to the connectors. The casing must 
be grounded. The casing has a ground terminal for 2 x 2,5mm wires. Other connections are to 
be made according to the wiring diagram and the markings on the sticker. The strain relief is 
made by tightening the cable ties around the grommets. 
 
TST2800/2 
 
This model is meant to be installed inside a distribution board or in some other similar location. 
Connect the earth wires straight to the grounding terminal of the Switch Controller. The rest of 
the connections are made according to the wiring diagram and the markings on the stricker. 
 
Maintenance  
 
Maintenance is done together with the normal maintenance of the emergency lighting system. 
The Switch Controller doesn’t need any separate check or maintenance. 
 
Removing from usage 
 
Metal parts are aluminium or steel waste. Wirings, circuit boards and electronic components 
are electronic waste. Plastic parts are recycled according to the separate material markings.  
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